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Lock Icon Hover Text Explains Edit Restrictions
When you hover over the Lock icon in any of the itinerary rows (Edit Itinerary, Available Itinerary) or next to the Expenses & Adjustments Date/Location column, a tooltip hover message displays the reason for the itinerary restriction. The tooltip displays in the Expenses & Adjustments step when viewing or modifying data.

The Itinerary Calendar Now Highlights Unavailable Dates
The calendar that displays when creating an itinerary populates according to your date choice. With this new release, any dates already accounted for are highlighted making it easier to quickly see what dates remain available.

A Message Displays When Deleting Expense Reports Linked to Other Itineraries
A new “Please Confirm” pop-up message displays when you attempt to delete an expense report that is linked to travel allowance itineraries. This prevents the system from locking any dates linked to your deleted expense reports.

Pop-Up Warning Message Now Displays When Scheduling Itinerary Dates
When you enter departure and arrival dates for a single leg of an itinerary that spans more than four days, a Travel Allowance Warning message displays. This prevents the common user errors of inadvertently selecting a date range for the entire trip or selecting the wrong year, both resulting in unavailable dates for future itineraries.